The paper discusses the impact of the decision-making profiles on the consistency of rankings obtained by three multiple criteria methods, i.e. DR, AHP and TOPSIS. The online decision making experiment was organized, based on an electronic questionnaire which is a hybrid of the internet survey system and the decision support system. The participants of the experiment were 418 students of Polish universities. To describe the decision-making profile, the REI test was used which allows to distinguish two decision-making styles: rational and intuitive. The Kendall rank correlation coefficient was used to test the consistency of the rankings obtained by the considered methods. Using different grouping methods, the relationship between the decision profile and the ability to express one's preferences by means of these methods, that differ in cognitive requirements, was examined. The results of the research may be helpful for supporting the decision-maker in decision processes by choosing the method that fits their profile best.
Introduction
Multiple Criteria Decision Aiding (MCDA) methods embrace the techniques of constructing rankings, the selection of the best alternatives or their classification, which takes into consideration the existence of many criteria to be optimized [Roy 
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(slow thinking system) and intuitive or experiential ones (fast thinking system). The Kendall rank correlation coefficient was used to test the consistency of the rankings obtained by the methods used in our survey. Using different grouping methods, the relationship between the decision-making profile and the ability to express one's preferences by means of these methods that differ in cognitive requirements, was examined. The answers to the survey question related to the choice of the method that is most suitable for supporting the decision-maker allowed to examine the relationship between the decision profile and the declared usefulness of the multiple criteria methods in the decision support.
In this way we contribute to the behavioral decision analysis by providing descriptive conclusions of how the decision-making profile may influence the rankings obtained by different multiple criteria methods. The results of the research may be helpful for supporting the decision-maker in individual and group decisions and the negotiation process by choosing the method that fits their decision style the best.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we define the decision making profiles. In Section 3 we describe the experiment we designed to analyze the effectiveness of the selected MCDA methods, while in Section 4 the results are presented. The latter will consist of a detailed description of the process of the profiling of DMs according to the REI test (Epstein et al. 1996) and examining the relationship between the various classes of the decision styles and Kendall's correlation coefficients. We finish with conclusions and future work.
Decision-making profile
To describe the decision-making profile the REI test was used, consisting of 20 questions, which allows to recognize two decision styles: intuitive (fast thinking) and rational (slow thinking) ones [Stanovich, West 1998; Epstein et al. 1996] . The intuitive style is related to the information processing system called System 1, which works in a quick and automatic manner, without effort and sense of the conscious control of the DM. System 1 is based on experience and is accompanied by a minimal effort of the decision maker. The rational style is related to System 2. It is based on analytical thinking and logic, and involves thorough information processing that requires a large cognitive effort from the DM. This system distributes the necessary attention among activities requiring mental effort such as complicated calculations. System 2 is often associated with a subjective sense of focus, freedom of choice and conscious action.
Fast thinking provides a number of heuristics for streamlining the decisionmaking processes by reducing the amount of integrated information necessary in making the decisions [Kahneman 2011; Kahneman, Tversky 1984] . Heuristics can introduce errors and bias judgements, hence the understanding of the mechanisms of their work can lead to better decision-making.
It is worth noting that there is a lack of consensus about the theoretical relation between intuition and analysis in the literature [Allinson, Hayes 1996; Stanovich, West 2000; Wand et al. 2017] . As was pointed out [Wand et al. 2017 ]: "models of individual differences in cognition differ as to whether intuition and analysis are viewed as bipolar opposites or as two independent unipolar dimensions. The distinction concerns whether one can be as follows: (i) either intuitive or analytical or (ii) both intuitive and analytical in orientation. The first implies a negative relation between the constructs, whereas the second implies no relation between intuition and analysis". Wand et al. [2017] also report the meta-analytic investigations of the relation between intuition and analysis and show no evidence for the correlation between intuition and analysis, suggesting that the independence model may be more appropriate.
The organization of the experiment
This study is based on an electronic questionnaire designed as a hybrid of a classic internet survey system and a decision support system with the implemented problem of choosing a flat to rent 1 . The problem consisted of five predefined alternatives, each evaluated by means of five criteria. Table 1 presents the decision matrix of the problem under consideration. The participants of the experiment were 418 students of four Polish universities.
At the beginning of the survey the respondents set an individual ranking (I) of five rental offers Then, using three implemented MCDA methods that differed in the preference elicitation schema, they evaluated those five offers. The algorithm of the AHP method used in the survey implemented the linguistic evaluation of the pairs of options for each criterion. The user interface for such an evaluation implemented graphical sliders. When the users moved the slider's handle the verbal description of the strength of preferences between the compared pair of alternatives changed. In the procedure of the DR method the DM assigned to each option (the resolution level of each alternative with respect to each criterion) the numerical score from the interval [0; 100] that described its attractiveness. In the TOPSIS method, the scores for quantitative options were measured automatically using the notion of distance. The qualitative options, however, required prior evaluation by the DM. In our survey the qualitative options of alternatives were evaluated using a pictographic interface (so-called quality stars) associated with a seven-point numerical rating scale.
The respondents were also asked to fill in a series of questionnaires during the survey. One of them was the REI questionnaire consisting of 20 questions, which allowed them to describe the decision style. The declared usefulness of the method was related to the answer to one of the post-questionnaire questions: 
Results
The factor analysis with Varimax rotation with Kaiser normalization for the REI test allowed to define the decision styles at the satisfactory level. The Kaiser-Meyer--Olkin measure (KMO) KMO = 0.852 indicates the appropriate sample. The KMO values for individual items between 0.793 and 0.889 are also satisfactory. Bartlett's test shows that the correlations between the questions are large enough to perform a factor analysis [χ 2 (190) = 2291.639; p < 0.001]. The subscale for the analytical system represented by α Cronbach value is equal to 0.827, for an intuitive system -0.809. Table 2 contains factor loadings obtained as a result of factor analysis based on 20 questions from the REI-20 test [Stanovich, West 2000] .
There is a strong (above 0.99) and statistically significant (p < 0.01) correlation between the values of factor loadings of the decision styles and the corresponding average values of the answers for the questions describing this style. Therefore to increase the informative value of the analysis the average answer values were used to describe each style, i.e. to determine the analytical style (A), the average value from questions 1-10, while for the intuitive style -the average value from questions 11-20 of the REI test were determined ( Table 2 ). The Pearson coefficient beetwen AvR and AvI is equal to -0.049 and is statistically insignificant p = 0.322. The obtained results confirm also that the intuitive style and the rational style are orthogonal, not bipolar constructs. Description: (R) -reverse coded item; 7 point Likert scale: 1 -I definitely disagree, 7 -I definitely agree.
Source: own elaboration with using SPSS 24.
The consistency of the rankings obtained by different methods is measured using the tau Kendall rank correlation coefficient. The average values of the tau Kendall coefficient are presented in Figure 1 .
The impact of decision-making profiles on the consistency of rankings obtained... To answer our research question RQ1, we first checked the Pearson coefficients between the variables representing the rational/intuitive style and the tau Kendall correlation coefficients for the rankings obtained by means of different methods. The results presented in Table 3 show a weak but statistically significant relationship between the analytical style and the tau Kendall coefficients K(A,I), K(A,D), K(A,T), which shows the degree of concordance of rankings obtained using AHP and one of the other methods.
Next, for a more detailed analysis, three classes of respondents were distinguished: with a low, medium and high level of analytical style (L_R, M_R, H_R) and three classes of respondents with low, medium and high levels of intuitive style (L_I, M_I, H_I). The legitimacy for this approach is confirmed by the fact of the orthogonal Table 4 . Table 5 presents the average values of the tau Kendall's correlation coefficient in the described classes. In addition, the dark gray color indicates the classes for which this coefficient takes the highest values, the light gray -the classes with the middle values, while the white -the lowest values of the Kendall coefficient.
Analyzing the results presented in Table 5 , quite large differences between the average values of K(A,I), K(A,D) and K(A,T) can be noticed, as well as the relatively small differences in the average values of the other coefficients among the classes of decision styles. The highest concordance of the K(A,I), K(A,D) and K(A,T) rankings was obtained for respondents for whom the level of analytical style exceeds their level of intuitive style, i.e. respondents from the K2, K3 and K6 classes, and the lowest concordance for respondents with a low level of analytical style and a low or medium level of intuitive style, i.e. respondents from classes K1 and K4. 
L_R M_R H_R
Description as in Table 3 .
Source: own elaboration using SPSS 24. 
Source: own elaboration.
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The general observations are confirmed by the U Mann-Whitney test (M_W test), where the average values of all the Kendall tau coefficients between any two classes were compared. Table 6 contains the significance level values for the M_W test for these classes and the Kendall tau coefficients (K(A,I), K(A,D) , K(A,T)) for which the differences in average values turned out to be statistically significant. There were statistically significant differences between class K4, which contains the respondents with a low level of analytical style and a medium level of intuitive style, and classes K2, K3, K6, i.e. with classes in which the level of analytical style exceeds the level of intuitive style. Statistically significant differences were also observed between class K2 and classes K1, K8 and class K3 and classes K1 and K8 with respect to K(A,D) and between class K4 and classes K5, K8, K9 with respect to K(A,T).
Deriving from the results obtained above, two groups of respondents were distinguished: X and Y. The first one is composed of respondents for whom the level of rational style is higher than the intuitive, i.e. X = K2⋃K3⋃K6, the other remaining respondents, i.e. Y = K1⋃K4⋃K5⋃K7⋃K8⋃K9. Table 7 presents the average values of the tau Kendall coefficients in the analyzed classes and the significance level of the M_W test.
The analysis of Table 7 shows that respondents from class X were characterized by the greater concordance of the rankings obtained by means of any two methods; but only in the case of the rankings obtained by the AHP method and one from the remaining these differences were statistically significant (p < 0.001; M_W test). Table 3 . ** p < 0.01
Source: own elaboration using SPSS 24.
Now we can answer the second research question RQ2. The usefulness of the method declared by the respondent was related to post-questionnaire question Q. The majority of respondents 174 (41.6%) chose the TOPSIS method, the AHP and DR method were chosen by a similar number of respondents: AHP-124 (29.7%) and DR 114 (27.3%). Six respondents (1.4%) did not indicate any of the analyzed methods. The relationship between the rational and intuitive style and the recommended method by the respondents is presented in Figure 2 . By using the M_U test a significant statistical difference (p = 0.042) was found only for the level of intuitive style for the respondents who chose TOPSIS and DR, while there was no statistically significant relationship between the rational style and the choice of multiple criteria decision aiding method. It is also worth noting that by Let us observe that in class X containing the respondents for whom the rational style is higher than the intuitive 35% respondents recommended TOPSIS, 32% DR and 31% AHP; while 45% of the respondents from class Y recommended TOPSIS, 29% AHP and 25% DR (Figure 3 ).
Conclusions
The results presented in this work are part of a comprehensive study related to the analysis of the usefulness of selected MCDA methods for decision support, in particular in the context of supporting negotiations (see: [Roszkowska, Wachowicz (eds.) 2016; 2014a; 2014b; Roszkowska et al. 2017] ). The project concerns the identification of a recommendation system of appropriate methods and procedures for supporting a pre-negotiation analytical and decision-making process, dependent on the negotiator's perception and cognitive abilities. Discovering the association of the effectiveness of multiple criteria methods with the personality and decision profile gives the possibility of personalizing the tools for decision support and building precise systems of contract valuation or supporting the negotiation process in a manner convenient for the user, taking into consideration their level of perceptual abilities.
The preliminary results obtained in the experiment presented in this paper indicate the small but statistically significant influence of the decision style on the mechanism of linguistic evaluation of the option pairs carried out on the basis of the AHP procedure. This method requires a greater cognitive effort from the decision--maker, it is also more labor-intensive and time-consuming [Roszkowska et al. 2018] . However, no effect of the level of the decision style on the concordance of the rankings obtained by methods other than AHP was found.
We also found the weak impact of the intuitive style on the effectiveness of the multiple criteria decision aiding method declared by the respondents. More precisely, we found that those who recommended the TOPSIS method are more intuitive than those who recommended DR.
We need to emphasize that the research we conducted was based on the dataset of a very homogenous group of respondents (students), hence the results obtained cannot be directly mapped on other types of decision-makers. However, it should be noted that these are only the preliminary results of the research that will be continued in the context of the analysis of relationships between the personality, decision making profile, heuristic based thinking and the usefulness of multiple criteria methods to support negotiations.
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